Parabrachial neuron types categorically encode thermoregulation variables during heat defense
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Heat defense is crucial for survival and fitness. Transmission of thermosensory signals into hypothalamic thermoregulation centers represents a key layer of regulation in heat defense. Yet, how these signals are transmitted into the hypothalamus remains poorly understood. Here, we reveal that lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPB) glutamatergic prodynorphin and cholecystokinin neuron populations are progressively recruited to defend elevated body temperature. These two nonoverlapping neuron types form circuits with downstream preoptic hypothalamic neurons to inhibit the thermogenesis of brown adipose tissues (BATs) and activate tail vasodilation, respectively. Both circuits are activated by warmth and can limit fever development. The prodynorphin circuit is further required for regulating energy expenditure and body weight homeostasis. Thus, these findings establish that the genetic and functional specificity of heat defense neurons occurs as early as in the LPB and un cover categorical neuron types for encoding two heat defense variables, inhibition of BAT thermogenesis and activation of vasodilation.

INTRODUCTION

Homeostatic control of body temperature during heat defense is crucial for the survival and fitness of mammals. Heat defense–related disorders, including heatstroke and menopause thermal disequilibrium (MTD), are frequently seen in patients (1, 2). Heatstroke causes hundreds of death each year in the United States (1, 3), and MTD affects 75% of menopausal women (2, 4). Because of the paucity of knowledge, there is only limited treatment for these disorders (2, 3). Heat defense is achieved by precise coordination between dedicated central pathways and peripheral effectors organs (5, 6). Perturbation of these pathways may lead to temperature dysregulations (7) and aggravate obesity and type 2 diabetes (8). Previous findings have suggested that feed-forward temperature signals are detected by thermoreceptors expressed in dorsal root ganglion neurons (9) and are transmitted into the spinal cord (10), which then are relayed by lateral parabrachial nucleus (LPB) neurons in the brainstem (11–13) before reaching the preoptic area (POA) (12, 13). Several key types of POA neurons have been identified recently to control different aspects of heat defense activity (14–23), including activation in vasodilation (19, 20), reduction of physical activity and energy expenditure (EE) (16, 18), reduction of brown adipose tissue (BAT) thermogenesis (19, 23), and suppression of muscle shivering activity (23). Collectively, it demonstrates that the POA is the thermoregulatory center to control diverse thermoregulatory variables. However, the circuitry that provides key inputs to the POA to coordinately control these variables remains poorly understood.

The LPB is involved in regulating a series of physiological activities, including thermoregulation (12, 13, 24, 25), pain and itch (26, 27), food intake (28, 29), blood glucose (30, 31), and wakefulness (32). For example, cholecystokinin (CCK) neurons that coexpress leptin receptor (LepR) are sensitive to hypoglycemia and function to restore blood glucose levels via forming a circuit with SF1 neurons in the ventromedial hypothalamus (30, 31). Pioneering work suggests that cutaneous warm and cold sensory signals are conveyed from the LPB to the POA by glutamatergic transmission via two distinct divisions, namely, the LPBd (dorsal) and the LPBel (external lateral) (12, 13, 25). While most cold-activated neurons in the LPBel are FoxP2+, half of the warm-activated neurons in the LPBd are prodynorphin+ (Pdyn+) (24). Chemogenetic activation of these Pdyn neurons induces hypothermia (33). However, it is still unknown whether and how the LPB is involved in differential regulation of different heat defense variables.

To address the questions, we combined projection-specific transcriptome analysis with functional studies to define key elements of the LPB→POA circuitry during heat defense. We found that LPB Pdyn neurons and CCK neurons are progressively recruited in response to increasing temperatures. These two types of neurons categorically encode the inhibition of BAT thermogenesis and the activation of tail vasodilation, respectively. Both types can inhibit muscle shivering and limit fever development. In addition, Pdyn neurons are required for the body weight gain driven by a high-fat diet (HFD), suggesting a strong interconnection between homeostatic thermoregulation and weight control systems.
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RESULTS

Dynamic changes in BAT thermogenesis and tail vasodilation during heat defenses

To quantify the changes of thermoregulation variables during heat defense, we monitored the core temperature ($T_{\text{core}}$, measured intraperitoneally) together with the surface temperature of interscapular BAT ($T_{\text{iBAT}}$) and tail skin ($T_{\text{tail}}$) after exposing mice to warm ambient temperatures ($T_a$). As expected, these variables changed quickly after switching the $T_a$ from RT (room temperature) (25°C) to different target $T_a$ ranging from 30° to 38°C (Fig. 1, A to D). The peak $T_{\text{tail}}$ changes for each temperature switch increased as the target $T_a$ raised (Fig. 1E), suggesting that the vasodilation power increases as $T_a$ increases ($^{34}$). Noticeably, the raise of $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ lagged behind the increase of $T_{\text{core}}$ (Fig. 1, F to H), and it became more evident with rising $T_a$ (Fig. 1, F to H), suggesting the BAT thermogenesis is further inhibited as $T_a$ increases ($^{35}$). Together, we reveal the dynamic changes of two variables during heat defense, activation of vasodilation, and inhibition of BAT thermogenesis.

The LPB→POA circuitry harbors neurons for inhibiting BAT thermogenesis and activating vasodilation

To find the neural substrates encoding different heat defense variables, we focused on the LPB→POA circuitry in the thermoregulatory reflex pathway. The LPB contains mostly glutamatergic neurons ($^{12}$, $^{24}$). To directly test their roles in thermoregulation, we used optogenetics to activate these glutamatergic neurons by targeted expression ChIEF, a current-stabilized channelrhodopsin ($^{36}$), into the LPB of Vglut2-IRES-Cre mice (fig. S1, A to C). Photoactivation of these neurons led to unstable phenotypes. It caused either hypothermia or hyperthermia depending on stimulating laser frequencies (fig. S1D), suggesting activation of mixed cell types ($^{12}$, $^{13}$, $^{24}$). Then, we photoactivated the LPB Vglut2 terminals in the ventral medial POA (VMPO). (fig. S1I, J) Expression of ChIEF from LPB Vglut2 neural terminal in the VMPO. (K to M) Changes of $T_{\text{core}}$ (K), $\Delta T_{\text{iBAT}}$ (L), and $T_{\text{tail}}$ (M) after photoactivation LPBVglut2 terminals in the VMPO ($n=4$ each). Laser pattern: 473 nm, 6 mW, 20 Hz, 10 ms, 2-s on after 2-s off, 30 min. (N) Scheme of tissue-specific retro-TRAP, where translational ribosomes from VMPO-projected LPB Vglut2 neurons were immunoprecipitated and associated mRNAs were used for sequencing. (O) Volcano plots (q value versus log 2 fold change) for LPB mRNAs after retro-TRAP sequencing. Logarithmic ratios of mRNA enrichment fold (IP/Input, $n=3$) plotted against the q value (where q ≤ 0.5 is considered significant) of the hierarchical linear model. Positive fold changes indicate an enrichment, and negative fold changes indicate a depletion in precipitated mRNAs. (P) Enrichment fold (IP/Input) of PB-expressed genes from Allen Institute. Scale bar, 200 μm. All data are shown as means ± SEM. All P values are calculated on the basis of repeated measures two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni’s corrections. *$P \leq 0.05$, **$P \leq 0.001$, and ****$P \leq 0.0001$. B, bregma; scp, superior cerebellar peduncle; MnPO, median preoptic nucleus; VMPO, ventromedial preoptic nucleus.
and these VMPO hM3Dq neurons were mainly glutamatergic as confirmed by glutamate staining (fig. S1, F and G). As expected, Designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) activation of these VMPO neurons reduced $T_{\text{core}}$, EE, and physical activity (fig. S1, H to K), further supporting the role of this connection in thermoregulation. Thus, our data suggest the glutamatergic LPB→VMPO circuitry harbors neurons for inhibiting BAT thermogenesis and activating vasodilation.

**Transcriptome profiling of the LPB$^{\text{Vglut2}}$→POA circuitry**

The finding that the LPB$^{\text{Vglut2}}$→VMPO circuitry controls heat defense variables prompts whether we could identify the underlying genetic substrates. To do this, we adopted a cell type– and projection-specific translating ribosome affinity purification (TRAP) based on a retrograde AAV (38). We injected a retro-AAV carrying DIO-GFP-L10 transgene (L10 is a ribosomal protein) (39) into the VMPO of the Vglut2-IRES-Cre mice, which expressed green fluorescent protein (GFP)→L10 in the LPB (Fig. 1N). First, we confirmed that warm-induced cFos colocalized with the GFP-L10 fluorescence in the LPB (fig. S1L). The GFP-labeled ribosomes were immunoprecipitated (IP) by anti-GFP antibodies after the LPB microdissection, and the associated mRNAs were collected for sequencing. We analyzed the enrichment fold IP/input and found that upregulated genes included neuropeptide S ($\text{LepR}$), slc32a1, tyrosine hydroxylase ($\text{Gad1}$), and $\text{FoxP2}$. The top down-regulated genes included GABAergic markers $\text{Gad1}$ and Slc32a1 and LepR (Fig. 1P). We chose these markers for further studies.

**Screening candidate markers for heat defense neurons in the LPB**

We then analyzed the colabeling between temperature-induced cFos and genetic markers found in retro-TRAP experiment. NPS expressed broadly in the LPB, which colocalized with cFos induced by both heat exposure (~90%) and cold exposure (~88%) without an apparent selectivity (fig. S2, A and B). We took advantage of Pdyn-IRES-Cre mouse line and found Cre$^+$ neurons largely overlapped with Pdyn (~87%) and glutamate staining (~92%) (Fig. 2, A and B). Moreover, it labeled only ~20% of cFos$^+$ neurons induced by cold exposure and ~45% of cFos$^+$ neurons induced by heat exposure (Fig. 2, C and D), indicating a selectivity toward heat-activated neurons (24). More Pdyn$^+$ neurons were recruited when exposed to higher $T_a$, which ratiometrically matched the increases of cFos$^+$ neurons (Fig. 2, D to F). Therefore, the ratio of double-positive neurons (Pdyn$^+$ and cFos$^+$) over total cFos$^+$ neurons (double-positive/cFos$^+$) stayed constant (Fig. 2F).

Like Pdyn, more CCK-IRES-Cre$^+$ neurons were recruited when exposed to higher $T_a$ (Fig. 2, G to I). However, the recruited CCK$^+$ neurons exceeded the increases of cFos$^+$ neurons (Fig. 2, G to I). Therefore, the ratio of double-positive neurons (CCK$^+$ and cFos$^+$) over total cFos$^+$ neurons (double-positive/cFos$^+$) increased as the $T_a$ increased (Fig. 2I). The ratio of double-positive neurons over cFos$^+$ neurons induced by cold exposure was only ~20% (Fig. 2J), suggesting a selective response to heat exposure as well. Also, most CCK neurons were glutamatergic, as suggested by glutamate immunostaining (Fig. 2K). Furthermore, we checked the overlapping between Dynorphin A and CCK and found little overlapping (Fig. 2L), suggesting Pdyn$^+$ and CCK$^+$ neurons are separate populations.

To our surprise, there were few Gal-Cre$^+$ and TH$^+$ neurons in the LPB (fig. S2, C and D). Instead, we found a cluster of Gal-Cre$^+$ neurons in the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus and the locus coeruleus (fig. S2C) and a cluster of TH$^+$ neurons in the locus coeruleus (fig. S2D). Their enrichment might presumably be due to tissue contamination from nearby areas. Nevertheless, we also analyzed the overlapping between temperature-induced cFos and Gad1$^+$ cells and found few Gad1$^+$ cells in the LPB, which showed nearly no overlapping with cFos (fig. S2, E and F). Also, DREADD activation of LPB GABAergic neurons labeled by Vgat-IRES-Cre did not change $T_{\text{core}}$ significantly (fig. S2, G to I). DREADD activation of LepR-Cre neurons slightly increased $T_{\text{core}}$ (fig. S2, J to L). Together, we identified two types of LPB neurons, Pdyn and CCK neurons, as candidates for heat defense neurons based on their warm-selective responses.

**Neural dynamics of LPB$^{\text{Pdyn/}\text{CCK}}$→POA circuits to temperature changes**

To further test the function of candidate heat defense neurons, we sought to record their responses to temperature stimuli. Therefore, we performed fiber photometry to record the LPB$^{\text{Pdyn}}$ calcium dynamics using GCaMP6s (Fig. 3, A and B). As expected, we observed a sustained calcium activity in response to floor warming (Fig. 3C), but only a small and quickly adapted response to floor cooling (Fig. 3D). The warming-induced responses showed little adaptation over a 10-min recording window and recovered to baseline after the temperature recovery (Fig. 3E). Fitting the peak responses to various warm floor temperatures revealed a linear relationship between calcium levels and floor temperatures (Fig. 3, F and G). Next, we recorded the calcium activity from VMPO terminals of LPB$^{\text{Pdyn}}$ neurons and also found a sustained response to warming (Fig. 3, H to J). In contrast to the soma, we did not detect any significant changes to cooling (Fig. 3K), suggesting that the activity of this projection is warm specific. Also, we measured responses to other stimuli, including the novel object, chow, HFD, and mouse and found no significant changes to these stimuli (Fig. 3L).

Under the same experimental settings, we recorded jGCaMP7b signals from CCK-Cre mice. We found that both the LPB$^{\text{CCK}}$ soma and their terminals in the VMPO selectively responded to warming (Fig. 3, M to U). Similar to LPB$^{\text{Pdyn}}$ soma, fitting the peak responses of the LPB$^{\text{CCK}}$ soma signals to various warm floor temperatures revealed a linear relationship between calcium levels and temperatures (Fig. 3, P and Q). Together, we showed that LPB$^{\text{Pdyn/}\text{CCK}}$→POA circuits are selectively sensitive to warming, and the responses are linearly increased as the increase of floor temperatures.
Monosynaptic connections between LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} neurons and POA neurons

The sensitivity of LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} → POA projections to warmth motivated us to test whether there was a direct connection between LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} neurons and POA neurons. Thus, we first recorded the light-induced excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) from VMPO neurons in LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} mice. These currents were blocked by glutamate receptor antagonists CNQX/AP5 (Fig. 4, A and B), supporting the nature of glutamatergic transmission. To test whether it was a monosynaptic connection, we first blocked the EPSCs with tetrodotoxin (TTX) and then applied 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) to sensitize the postsynaptic current. We found that the EPSCs were recovered by 4-AP, suggesting that LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} neurons and VMPO neurons form a monosynaptic connection (Fig. 4C). Similarly, LPB\textsuperscript{CCK} neurons also formed glutamatergic monosynaptic connections with VMPO neurons (Fig. 4, D to F).

LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} → POA circuits are sufficient to induce hypothermia

The neural activity and direct connections within the LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} → POA circuits suggested a functionally important pathway in heat defense. To test the hypothesis, we used DREADD-hM3D\textsubscript{q} to activate their...
somata in the LPB. As expected, activation of LPB$^{Pdyn}$ soma lowered $T_{core}$, EE, and physical activity (fig. S3, A to F) yet did not affect $T_{tail}$ (fig. S3G). The reduction of $T_{core}$ and EE was reversed by injection of adrenergic β3 agonist CL316243 (fig. S3, H and I). It reduced food intake in fed state, but not in fasted state (fig. S3, J and K), which is consistent with its function in tension-induced feedback inhibition of food intake (29). Similarly, DREADD activation of LPB$^{CCK}$ soma reduced $T_{core}$, EE, and physical activity (fig. S3, L to P). Yet, it increased tail vasodilation as measured by $T_{tail}$ (fig. S3Q), suggesting that the two types of neurons regulate vasodilation differentially. It did not affect food intake in both the fed and fasted states (fig. S3, R and S). Also, it slightly and insignificantly reduced blood glucose level (fig. S3T), suggesting this is a separate population from the CCK$^+$ glucose up-regulation neurons (30, 31).

Next, we photoactivated LPB$^{Pdyn}$&ChIEF neural terminals in the VMPO. Photoactivation of these terminals induced hyperthermia...
TTX blocking

I

This induced hypothermia was sensitive to ambient temperatures (Fig. 4H to J).

Like Pdyn+ terminals, activation of CCK+ terminals in the VMPO, but not in the DMH, caused hypothermia (Fig. 4K to N, and Fig. S5). Unlike Pdyn+ terminals, the hypothermia induced by activation of CCK+ terminals in the VMPO was not affected by warmth nor fasting (fig. S5, C and D), suggesting that the two circuits may function independently. There might be some compensatory mechanisms to limit radiation heat loss at RT when compared to hypothermia induced by Pdyn stimulation (figs. S4C and S5C). Together, these

...
results suggest that LPBPdyn/CCK→POA circuits are sufficient to reduce body temperature.

**Categorical regulation of heat defense variables by LPBPdyn/CCK→POA circuits**

Heat defense variables include (at least) inhibition of thermogenesis and activation of vasodilation (Fig. 1). We suspected LPBPdyn/CCK neurons would regulate these variables. Therefore, we recorded $T_{tail}$ and $T_{iBAT}$ during photoactivation of their terminals in the VMPO. We did not detect any changes in $T_{tail}$ after activation of Pdyn⁺ terminals (Fig. 5, A to C). Substantially, we found a rapid decrease in $T_{iBAT}$ (with embedded probes), which appeared to precede the changes of $T_{core}$ (Fig. 5B). Also, it significantly reduced the cold-induced shivering electromyogram (EMG) activity and physical activity levels, although the reduction of physical activity occurred after stimulation (Fig. 5, D and E, and fig. S6, A to C). The observation that the $T_{iBAT}$ reduction appeared to precede the $T_{core}$ reduction hints that the lowered BAT thermogenesis might be a driver for the $T_{core}$ reduction. Yet, the time resolution was too low to tell the kinetics, since they were sequentially recorded by noncompatible wireless probes at low time resolution. Therefore, we made two pluggable wired thermocouples to simultaneously record $T_{core}$ and
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**Fig. 5. LPBPdyn→POA circuit regulates iBAT thermogenesis and muscle shivering.** (A) Scheme for optogenetic stimulation of LPBPdyn/ChIEF terminals in the VMPO (terminal photostimulation). (B and C) Dynamics of $\Delta T_{core}$, $\Delta T_{iBAT}$, and $\Delta T_{tail}$ after terminal photostimulation (B) ($n = 5, 5,$ and 7, respectively) and controls (C) ($n = 4$ each). $\Delta T_{tail}$, $\Delta T_{core}$, and $\Delta T_{iBAT}$ are their current values subtracted by the value at $t = 0$. (D) Shivering EMG of the nuchal muscle after terminal photostimulation (ChIEF, $n = 5$; GFP, $n = 6$; $T_{bath} = 10°C$). (E) Changes of physical activity after terminal photostimulation ($n = 7$ each). (F) Scheme for simultaneous recording of $T_{core}$ and $T_{iBAT}$ by pluggable T-type thermocouples. (G to I) Representative traces of $T_{core}$ and $T_{iBAT}$ after terminal photostimulation (G) and mean change rates (first 5 min) of $T_{core}$ and $T_{iBAT}$ during the phase of body cooling (H) and rewarming (I) ($n = 4$ each). (J) $T_{iBAT}$ changes induced by terminal photostimulation in sham group and iBAT sympathetic nerves denervated group ($n = 4$ each). (K) Scheme to block POA glutamatergic neurons while photoactivation of LPBPdyn neuron terminals in the VMPO. (L and M) POA glutamatergic blocking abolished the photoactivation-induced effect in $T_{core}$ reduction (L) (ChIEF replotted from Fig. 4L) and $T_{iBAT}$ reduction (M) (ChIEF replotted from Fig. 4B). POA blocking, $n = 4$, $\Delta T_{core} = T_{core}^{0} - T_{core}^{0}$, Laser patterns: 473 nm, 6 mW, 20 Hz, 2-s on after 2-s off, time as indicated. All data are shown as means ± SEM. The P values are calculated on the basis of repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s corrections (D, J, L, and M), ordinary two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s corrections (E), and paired t tests (H and I). *P ≤ 0.05, **P ≤ 0.01, and ****P ≤ 0.0001.
Using similar methods, we found that activation of LPB\textsuperscript{\textit{Pdyn}} terminals in the VMPO markedly increased the $T_{\text{tail}}$ (Fig. 6, A to C), suggesting that this projection is a potent activator of vasodilation. It also reduced $T_{\text{BAT}}$, yet the kinetics of $T_{\text{BAT}}$ changes was indistinguishable to the changes of $T_{\text{core}}$ (Fig. 6B), which led us to suspect that the reduction of $T_{\text{BAT}}$ is a secondary effect of $T_{\text{core}}$ reduction. Therefore, we denervated their sympathetic nerves and found that it indeed did not affect the induced hypoesthesia (Fig. 6D), suggesting that iBAT function was not required. The changes of $T_{\text{BAT}}$ were probably a secondary effect due to body cooling (Fig. 6B). Furthermore, unlike the partial blocking of shivering EMG seen after Pdyn\textsuperscript{+} terminal activation (Fig. 5D), activation of LPB\textsuperscript{CCK} terminals in the VMPO completely suppressed the shivering EMG activity (Fig. 6E and fig. S6, D and E). Also, like Pdyn stimulation, it reduced physical activity only after photostimulation (Fig. 6F).

Nevertheless, we checked whether the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS), the baroreflex control center (40), would provide inputs to the LPB to modulate vasodilation. Activation of glutamatergic NTS→LPB pathway indeed induced hypoesthesia but did not affect tail vasodilation (fig. S7, D to J), suggesting that this connection might be dispensable for vasodilation. Together, our data define LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} and CCK\textsuperscript{+} neurons function via their POA projections to categorically regulate the inhibition of iBAT thermogenesis and the activation of vasodilation, respectively, and to differentially regulate cold-induced muscle shivering.

**LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn}→POA circuit is required for inhibition of BAT thermogenesis during heat defense, fever limiting, and body weight control**

The finding that LPB neuron types could regulate heat defense variables hints that they might be required for heat defense. To test...
this, we blocked POA-projected LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn} neurons by targeted expression of TeNT in this circuit (Fig. 7A). Blocking these Pdyn neurons elevated the basal body temperature and EE, but not physical activity (fig. S8, A to C). As expected, this blocking impaired thermoregulation after warm exposure (35°C), with a much higher $T_{\text{core}}$ than the control (Fig. 7B). In contrast, there was only a small and insignificant effect on the $T_{\text{core}}$ after cold exposure (Fig. 7C), suggesting that this blocking selectively affects heat defense. Consistent with $T_{\text{core}}$ changes, the neural blocking caused slightly and significantly elevated EE in warm temperature, but not in cold temperature (Fig. 7D and fig. S8, D and E). No significant changes were found in physical activity in warm and cold temperatures (fig. S8, F and G).

We suspected that the POA-projected Pdyn neural blocking would increase iBAT thermogenesis as their activation inhibits it (Fig. 5B). Thus, we measured $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ and found that $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ was elevated remarkably in both RT and warm temperatures (Fig. 7, E and F), which indicates disinhibition in iBAT thermogenesis and provides an explanation for the increases in basal body temperature and EE. The $T_{\text{tail}}$ was elevated only at the delayed stage after warm exposure when compared to controls (Fig. 7G), which presumably was due to the elevated $T_{\text{core}}$.

The increased EE after blocking POA-projected LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn} neurons prompted us to test whether broadly blocking LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn} neurons would have a more substantial effect in disinhibiting EE, thereby affecting body weights. We found a profound elevation in basal $T_{\text{core}}$ and EE after broadly blocking LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn} neurons with TeNT (fig. S9, A to C). The basal physical activity and food intake were not affected (fig. S9, D and E). Similarly, it impaired thermoregulation after warm exposure, but not after cold exposure (fig. S9, F and G). As expected, it caused a substantial increase of $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ at RT or in warm temperatures (fig. S9H) and aggravated fever induced by interleukin-1β (IL-1β) injection [intraperitoneal (i.p.)] (fig. S9I). Then, we measured body weight changes under chow or HFD and found that it significantly limited the body weight gain driven by HFD without changing the amount of HFD intake (fig. S9, J and K). Moreover, we tested the behavioral preference to warm and cold temperatures and found that it increased the warm preference significantly, but not the cold preference (fig. S9, L and M), suggesting an altered behavioral propensity toward increasing $T_{\text{core}}$. Together, we establish that the LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn}→POA circuit encodes the inhibition of iBAT thermogenesis in heat defense, limits fever, promotes warm preference, and regulates EE and body weight.

**LPB\textsuperscript{CCK}→POA circuit is required for vasodilation during heat defense and fever limiting**

To test the necessity of the CCK circuitry in heat defense, we blocked POA-projected LPB\textsubscript{CCK} neurons by targeted expression of TeNT (Fig. 8A). Like Pdyn neural blocking, it selectively impaired thermoregulation after warm exposure, with a much higher $T_{\text{core}}$ than the control (Fig. 8, B and C). This blocking also aggravated fever induced by IL-1β (Fig. 8D). However, unlike Pdyn neural blocking, it did not affect basal $T_{\text{core}}$ and EE (fig. S10, A and B) and did not significantly increase $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ when compared to the control until the $T_{a}$ was very high (35°C) (Fig. 8, E and F). The delayed increase of $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ at 35°C was presumably due to the elevated $T_{\text{core}}$ (Fig. 8, B and E). Moreover, it did not affect basal physical activity, body weight, and EE and physical activity after warm and cold exposures (fig. S10, C to H). The increase of $T_{\text{tail}}$ was significantly delayed when switching the $T_{a}$ from 30° to 35°C as compared to controls (Fig. 8G), suggesting that tail vasodilation was impaired. To see a more significant defect in vasodilation, we increased the changes of $T_{a}$ by switching from 25° to

---

**Fig. 7. LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn}→POA circuit is required for heat defense.** (A) Scheme for blocking POA-projected LPB\textsubscript{Pdyn} neurons using neurotoxin TeNT. Retrograde AAVs carrying Cre-dependent FlpO were injected in the VMPO, which drives expression of FlpO-dependent TeNT in the LPB. (B and C) Changes of $T_{\text{core}}$ after warm (B) and cold (C) exposures, respectively (n = 6 each), where mCherry is the control. (D) Changes of EE after warm exposure (n = 6 each). (0 to 360 min) represents the average EE between $t = (0$ to 360 min). (E and F) Changes of $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ (E) and their quantification (F) under different ambient temperatures ($T_{a}$) recorded by an infrared camera (TeNT, n = 8; mCherry, n = 7). The coat hair on top of the iBAT was shaved. (0 to 60 min), (90 to 270 min), and (300 to 450 min) in (F) represent the average $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ between $t = (0$ to 60 min), $t = (90$ to 270 min), and $t = (300$ to 450 min), respectively. (G) Changes of $T_{\text{tail}}$ under different $T_{a}$ recorded by an infrared camera (TeNT, n = 8; mCherry, n = 7). All data are shown as means ± SEM. The P values are calculated on the basis of repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s corrections (B, C, and G), ordinary two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s corrections (F), and unpaired t tests (D). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ****P < 0.0001.

---

35°C. As expected, we found a more substantial delay in $T_{\text{tail}}$ increase (Fig. 8H). Together, we show that the LPB$^{\text{CCK}}$→POA circuit encodes tail vasodilation during heat defense and limits fever development.

**DISCUSSION**

**Roles of the LPB in thermoregulation**

The LPB has been proposed as a relay center to transmit “feed-forward” thermosensory signals into the POA, the thermoregulatory center (6). Whether the LPB is actively involved in processing warm sensory signals is unknown, and the genetic identity of LPB thermoregulatory neurons remains poorly characterized. By transcriptome analysis, activity recordings, and functional manipulations, we genetically define two subsets of LPB glutamatergic neurons, the Pdyn and CCK neurons, as thermoregulatory neurons for autonomic responses to heat defense and fever limiting. By finding that Pdyn and CCK neurons categorically encode inhibition of thermogenesis and activation of vasodilation, respectively, and differentially inhibit muscle shivering, we suggest that the LPB is a critical center early in the thermoreflex pathway to segregate warm afferent signals that lastly leads to differential regulation of peripheral targets.

**BAT thermogenesis links thermoregulation to body weight control**

The neural substrates for temperature-induced adaptive thermogenesis remain to be better explored (5, 6), and the integration between thermal and energy homeostatic systems is still poorly understood (18, 41–43). The BAT represents a common crucial target of the two homeostatic systems, which is a major organ for non-shivering adaptive thermogenesis and contributes to total EE in mice [up to 60%; (44)] and humans (45). We reveal that warm-activated LPB$^{\text{Pdyn}}$ neurons inhibit BAT thermogenesis to reduce $T_{\text{core}}$ and EE (Fig. 5, B and J, and fig. S3). This induced hypothermia by activating LPB$^{\text{Pdyn}}$ neurons still exists at the thermal neutral temperature (fig. S4C), suggesting that the BAT thermogenesis is not entirely off at this temperature and could still be inhibited to lower $T_{\text{core}}$. Consistently, previous recordings of BAT sympathetic nerve activity reveal a gradual inhibition by skin warming (12). Furthermore, the rise of $T_{\text{iBAT}}$ lags behind the rise of $T_{\text{core}}$ during environmental warming (Fig. 1, F to H). Thus, these data lead us to propose that BAT thermogenesis is gradually inhibited by warm temperature rather than being completely shut off by $T_{\text{core}}$ higher than the low critical temperature suggested before (46). Above the low critical temperature, BAT thermogenesis may still contribute to the basal EE, which awaits further studies.
Manifestly, blocking LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} neurons elevates $T_{\text{BAT}}$ and EE and is sufficient to limit body weight gain driven by HFD (Fig. 7E and fig. S9). Also, LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} neural function is sensitive to fasting, which is consistent with the fact that fasting suppresses BAT thermogenesis (47). Therefore, our molecular identification of a selective negative regulator of BAT thermogenesis may present a genetic entry to investigate the fundamental interconnections between homeostatic systems, which might be helpful for the anti-obesity endeavor.

**Thermoregulatory neurons to cold temperature in the LPB and the POA**

The LPBd and LPBel are important for thermoregulation in response to warm and cold temperatures, respectively (12, 13, 25). Understandably, broad optogenetic activation of LPB glutamatergic soma can induce hypothermia or hyperthermia (fig. S1D). However, the LPB in mice is rather small, which prevents subarea-specific functional modulations from separating warm- and cold-induced thermoregulatory neurons. Instead, we sought for genetic and projection-specific approaches to define thermoregulatory neurons to warm temperatures. It is still unclear about the genetic identity of LPB thermoregulatory neurons to cold temperatures.

Similarly, it is evident that the POA is a thermoregulation center for both warm and cold temperatures (5, 6). Unexpectedly, most recent reports only support the existence of warm-induced thermoregulatory neurons, as their activation only induced hypothermia (14–16, 18–20). By using genetically encoded neurotoxin TeNT, we blocked POA glutamatergic neurons and found that they are required for both cold- and warm-induced thermoregulation (fig. S6). Therefore, more specific molecular interrogations are required to reveal mechanisms for cold-induced thermoregulation.

**Role of Pdyn signaling in thermoregulation**

The Pdyn protein is enzymatically cleaved to produce Dynorphins (Dyn), which are endogenous opioids for kappa opioid receptors (KORs). The Dyn/KOR signaling has been suggested to regulate body temperatures for decades (48–50). Activation of Pdyn\textsuperscript{+} neurons in the LPB and the arcuate nucleus induce hypothermia (33). We show that LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} neurons release glutamate to excite POA neurons to induce hypothermia. Consistently, low-frequency photostimulation (5 Hz), which may not be high enough to trigger the release of neuropeptides, still induces hypothermia (fig. S4B). Thus, our finding suggests the LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} circuitry controls body temperature via releasing glutamate. Nevertheless, how dynorphins are released and whether it acts on POA neurons to regulate body temperature remain to be tested.

**Downstream heat defense pathways**

As illustrated in Fig. 8I, we suggest that the bifurcation of BAT thermogenesis and vasodilation occurs as early as the LPB. Then, POA glutamatergic neurons are the targets for LPB neurons based on trans-synaptic labeling (fig. S11) and POA glutamatergic neural blocking [Fig. 5L; (12)]. VMPO LepR neurons are not required for the hypothermic effect of LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn} neurons (fig. S7C). VMPO\textsuperscript{BDNF/PALAP} neurons might (in part) be the targets as they can inhibit iBAT thermogenesis and activate tail vasodilation (16, 19). More specific genetic manipulations are needed to separate the two functions, as well as the shivering control function in the POA. Next, the vasodilation neurons in the POA may directly target neurons in the raphé pallidus nucleus (RPa) to regulate vasomotor responses (51). The DMH might not be needed for vasodilation, as activation of glutamatergic neurons there does not induce tail vasodilation (52). Neurons for inhibiting shivering and BAT thermogenesis appear to share a similar pathway where POA glutamatergic neurons may first activate POA GABAergic neurons such as these in the vlPO (16, 23). Then, POA GABAergic neurons may directly inhibit RPa neurons to reduce shivering and BAT thermogenesis (23, 53, 54) or they may indirectly inhibit RPa neurons via inhibiting DMH glutamatergic neurons (43, 52, 55) (Fig. 8I). Notably, neurons for inhibiting shivering and BAT thermogenesis are separable, as LPB\textsuperscript{CCK} neurons can substantially suppress shivering activity without affecting BAT thermogenesis (Figs. 5 and 6).

**Role of physical activity in thermoregulation**

Physical activity fluctuates along with $T_{\text{core}}$ and EE in light-dark cycles (fig. S10, A to C), suggesting that it might contribute to functional thermoregulation. Consistently, heat defense neurons in the POA and the LPB reduce physical activity upon activation [Fig. 5E and 6F; (16, 18)], and broad activation of DMH Vglut2\textsuperscript{+} or Vgat\textsuperscript{+} neurons increase $T_{\text{core}}$ along with an increase in physical activity (16, 52). However, careful analysis reveals that physical activity levels are not changed significantly by cold exposure (10° to 15°C) or warm exposure (35°C) [figs. S8, F and G, and S10, G and H; (16)]. Accordingly, the EE caused by physical activity stays at a similar level across $T_{\text{core}}$ ranging from 4°C to 32°C, and the increased $T_{\text{core}}$ during exercise might be due to a higher set point in $T_{\text{core}}$ not simply due to heat production during exercise (44, 56). Therefore, physical activity may contribute less to $T_{\text{core}}$ changes than expected, which might provide an explanation for the little effect on the basal physical activity seen after blocking LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} neurons (figs. SBC and S10C), and activation of a subset of DMH neurons (Brs3\textsuperscript{+}) increased $T_{\text{core}}$ without affecting physical activity (43). It is still unclear why activation of LPB\textsuperscript{Pdyn/CCK} neurons reduced physical activity only after photostimulation (Fig. 5E and 6F), which might be due to an unknown secondary effect caused by hypothermia. Nevertheless, prolonged exercise increases $T_{\text{core}}$ set point and enhances vasodilation, which then reduces the risk of hyperthermia (56, 57). In conjunction with this, athletes with spinal cord injuries may have a higher risk of hyperthermia due to variations in the set points and impaired sympathetic control of vasodilation and sweating below the injury level (58). Therefore, it is interesting to check how exercise imposes an effect on central thermoregulatory neurons such as those in the LPB and POA to affect thermoregulation.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Experimental animals**

Animal care and use conformed to institutional guidelines of ShanghaiTech University, Shanghai Biomodel Organism Co., and governmental regulations. All experiments were performed on male adult mice (8 to 16 weeks old; for TeNT mice, may last to 25 weeks). Mice were housed under controlled temperature (22° to 25°C) in a 12-hour reverse light/dark cycle (light time, 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.) with ad libitum chow food (4% fat specific pathogen–free rodent feed; SLAC, no. M03) and water. Pdyn-ires-Cre mice (JAX, no. 027958), CCK-ires-Cre mice (JAX, no. 012706), Vglut2-ires-Cre mice (JAX, no. 028862), Vglut2-ires-Cre mice (JAX, no. 028863), and Ai14 mice (JAX, no. 007914) were purchased from the Jackson laboratory. Gal-Cre mice (031060-UCD) and C57BL/6J mice (JAX, no. 000664).
were purchased from MMCCR (Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Center) and Silaikse Experiment Animal Co. Ltd. (Shanghai), respectively. The EEF1A1–LSL.EGFP10 mice were gifted by J. Friedman. The Gad67-GFP mice were gifted by N. Tamamaki. The Rosa26-Fsp-TdTomato mice were gifted by J. Huang. Vglut2-T2A-Flpo mice were made through the CRISPR-Cas9 gene targeting by the core facility of Peking Union Medicine College. Briefly, Mus musculus C57BL/6J-Vglut2-T2A-Flpo was generated by inserting a T2A-NLS-Flpo sequence right before the stop codon through CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing. The T2A-NLS-Flpo sequence is:

\[
5′-AGAATGGAGGCTGGCCTAAC-3′
\]

by genomic DNA purified from the tail and amplified with LA Taq transferred to pseudopregnant females. Mice produced were genotyped without changing amino acid sequence [CC(A)ACCAAATCT(C) TACGGTGCTACC and GGTTTCCTGTAGAAATAAGTAGG(C)]. By the sgRNAs, the corresponding sites on the donor were mutated ing sequence was inserted between the two arms. To avoid targeting an 1175-bp sequence after the Vglut2 stop codon. A T2A-Flpo codon with a donor plasmid, pVglut2/T2A-Flpo contained two arms of pX330-Vglut2-EA, and pX330-Vglut2-EB, respectively. Together were annealed and inserted into the entry site of pX330 and named the pVglut2/T2A-Flpo, pX330-Vglut2-EA, and pX330-Vglut2-EB were pooled into fertilized oocytes, and survived embryos were transferred to pseudopregnant females. Mice were produced genotyped by genomic DNA purified from the tail and amplified with LA Taq HS DNA polymerase (Takara, RR042) with the upstream primer (mu-R: 5′-atgctgaactcagctcgtt-3′ and wt-R: 5′ CAAGACTTGCT TGTTGTATATGT-3′) to produce a 397-bp product for the modified allele and a 217-bp production for the wild-type allele.

**Stereotoxic brain injection**

We delivered ~0.15 μl (unless specified) of AAV through a pulled glass pipette and a pressure microinjector (Nanoject II, no. 3-000-205A, Drummond) at a slow rate (23 nl min⁻¹) with customized controllers. The injection needle was withdrawn 10 min after the end of the injection, and the injection coordinates were calculated according to Paxinos and Franklin mice brain coordinates (third edition), and the injection was performed using a small animal stereotaxic instrument (David Kopf Instruments, no. PF-3983; RWD Life Science, no. 68030; Thinker Tech Nanjing Biotech, no. SH01A) under general anesthesia by isoflurane. A feedback heater was used to keep mice warm during surgeries. Mice were recovered in a warm brace before they were transferred to housing cages for 2 to 4 weeks before performing behavioral evaluations. The fiber optic cables (200 μm in diameter; Inper Inc., China) were chronically implanted and secured with dental cement (C&B Metabond Quick Adhesive Cement System, Parkell, Japan).

**Stereotoxic coordinates are as follows:** LPB, AP: −4.95 mm, ML: ±1.5 mm, DV: −3.60 mm ~ −3.75 mm (mouse strain Pdyn-Cre); LPB, AP: −5.3 mm, ML: ±1.5 mm, DV: −3.6 mm ~ −3.75 mm (mouse strain CCK-Cre); VMPO, AP: 0.75 mm, ML: 0 mm, DV: −4.5 mm ~ −5.0 mm (vLPO); AP: 0.35 mm, ML: ±0.75 mm, DV: −5.3 mm (DMD); AP: −1.25 mm, ML: ±0.3 mm, DV: −5.0 mm (DMD); and AP: −1.25 mm, ML: ±1.0 mm, DV: −4.8 mm, angle: 8°(L/R).


**Immunohistochemistry**

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and perfused transcardially with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Brain tissues were postfixed overnight at 4°C and then sectioned at 50-μm thicknesses using a vibratome (Leica, VT1200S). For glutamate staining, mice were perfused transcardially with PBS followed by 50-ml 4% PFA in PBS without postfixation (39). Brains were isolated and immersed in 20% sucrose for 1 day and 30% sucrose for 2 days at 4°C before being sectioned at 40-μm thicknesses on a cryostat microtome (Leica, CM3050s). Brain slices were collected and blocked with blocking solution containing 2% (v/v) normal goat serum, 2.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100, and 0.1% (w/v) NaN₃ in PBS for 2 hours at room temperature and subsequently incubated with primary antibodies for 2 days at 4°C. Then, the samples followed by washing three times in PBS [PBS with 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100] before incubation in secondary antibodies for overnight at 4°C. For glutamate...
staining, brain slices were collected and blocked with a blocking solution containing 10% (v/v) normal goat serum and 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 in PBS for overnight at 4°C and subsequently incubated with primary antibodies for 8 hours at room temperature. After that, the slices were washed three times in PBST [PBS with 0.7% (v/v) Triton X-100] before incubation in secondary antibodies for 2 hours at room temperature. Primary antibodies include chicken anti-GFP (1:1000; Abcam, no. ab13970), rabbit anti–neuropeptide S (1:500; Abcam, no. ab18252), rabbit anti–c-fos (1:10,000; Synaptic Systems, no. 226003), guinea pig anti–c-fos (1:500; Synaptic Systems, no. 226004), rat anti–red fluorescent protein (1:1000; Chromotek, no. 5F8), rabbit anti-glutamate [1: 1000; Sigma-Aldrich, no. G6642-.2ML; see (59) for validation], rabbit anti–Dynorphin A (1:500; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, no. H-021-03), and guinea pig anti–prodynorphin (1:500; GeneTex, GTX10280). Secondary antibodies include DyLight 488–conjugated goat anti-chicken immunoglobulin G (IgG) (1:1000; Invitrogen, no. A11007), Alexa Fluor 594–conjugated goat anti-rat IgG (1:1000; Invitrogen, no. A-11007), Alexa Fluor 594–conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:1000; Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, no. 111-585-144), Alexa Fluor 594–conjugated goat anti–guinea pig IgG (1:1000; Invitrogen, no. A-11076), and Alexa Fluor 647–conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:1000; Invitrogen, no. A2244). Brain sections were then washed three times in PBST and coverslipped with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole Fluoromount-G mounting medium (SouthernBiotech, no. 0100-20). Images were captured on a Nikon A1R or Leica SP8 confocal microscope or Olympus VS120 Virtual Microscopy Slide Scanning System.

To stain Pdyn and Dynorphin A, mice were treated with 40 μg of colchicine (Sigma–Aldrich, C9754) in 1 μl of H2O through intrace- bral injection with a pulled glass pipette and a pressure microinjector (Nanocjet II, no. 3-000-205A, Drummond) at a slow rate (46 nl min−1) with customized controllers. Coordinates were 1.0 mm lateral, 0.4 mm back from the bregma, and 2.5 mm below the skull. Injection began 5 min after tissue penetration, and pulled glass pipette was pulled out 10 min after injection. After suturing, mice were recovered in a warm bracket before they were transferred to housing cages for 72 hours before perfusion.

Cell type–specific retro-TRAP and sequencing
A recombinant Cre-dependent AAV plasmid expressing GFP-tagged ribosomal subunit L10a (AAV2-EF1a-DIO-EGFP-L10a) was gifted by J. Friedman and then packaged using rAAV2-retro capsids by Taitool. Three hundred nanoliters of the viral aliquot was injected into the VMPO of Vglut2-ires-Cre mice. Animals were euthanized for immunoprecipitation 4 weeks after injection.

For TRAP experiments, brain slices containing the LPB regions were prepared from virus-injected mice anesthetized with isoflurane before decapitation. Brains were removed and placed in ice-cold diethyl pyrocarbonate–PBS. Coronal brain slices (300 μm) were cut using a vibratome (VT1200S, Leica Microsystems, Germany). The slices were incubated at ice-cold dissection buffer in a 60-mm dish and placed under a stereomicroscope. Then, the two LPB regions of each slice were cut out with microsurgical forces with a 150-μm width tip. Tissue from six brains was pooled for each experimental repeat, and a total of three experimental repeats were performed. Pooled tissue was homogenized and clarified by centrifugation. Ribosomes were immunoprecipitated using anti-EGFP antibodies (an equal mixture of clones 19C8 and 19F7 from Monoclonal Anti-body Core Facility at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center) that were previously conjugated to Protein L–coated magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 16 hours in 4°C with rotating. An aliquot of input RNA was taken before immunoprecipitation, and total immunoprecipitated RNA was then purified using the RNAeasy Micro kit (QIAGEN). The products were then purified and enriched with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to create the final purified complementary DNA library. Purified libraries were quantified by Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies, USA) and validated by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA) to confirm the insert size and calculate the mole concentration. The cluster was generated by cBot with the library diluted to 10 pM and then was sequenced on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina, USA). The library construction and sequencing were performed by Shanghai Sinotech Genomics Corporation (China).

TRAP-seq data analysis
The RNA quantification data after sequencing were analyzed as the following. First, the RNA in the IP for each gene was divided by the input to determine the statistical significance and fold enrichment (IP/Input). The hits were narrowed down by only analyzing the PB-enriched gene list downloaded from Allen Institute (https://alleninstitute.org/; tool one: MOUSE BRAIN CONNECTIVITY-source search-filter source structure: Parabrachial nucleus; tool two: MOUSE BRAIN-Fine Structure Search: Parabrachial nucleus). The top candidate genes were then selected for further quantitative PCR analysis.

Metabolic measurement
For DREADDs and TeNT mice, EE, locomotor activity, food intake, and body temperature were monitored by Comprehensive Lab Animal Monitoring System with Temperature Telemetry Transmitter (CLAMS; Columbus Instruments, with G2 E-Mitter transponders). The data were acquired at a 10-min interval per data point as shown in the figures. Temperature transponders were implanted into the peritoneal cavity 3 to 5 days before testing. Stimuli (drugs or temperature) were delivered between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. (for long-time stimuli, it may occur between 2 p.m. to 8 p.m.) in the dark phase. Mice were adapted in the metabolic chambers for 2 days before giving saline [volume (μl) = 10 × body weight (grams)], CNO (0.1 to 2.5 mg/kg body weight, i.p.; ENZO, no. BML-NS105-0025, as indicated in each figure), CL316243 (1 mg/kg body weight, i.p.; Merck, no. 5.04761.0001), IL-1β (3 μg/kg body weight, i.p.; Sigma–Aldrich, no. SRP0833).

Tail, iBAT, and core body temperature measurement
For C57BL/6J and TeNT (as to their controls) injected mice, tail temperatures and BAT temperatures were measured using a thermal infrared camera (A655sc, FLIR). Snapshot images were taken at the specified time points, and an average of three spot readings was taken at the middle of the tail and interscapular region, which was shaved 3 to 5 days before measurement. For optogenetic mice, the BAT temperature was measured three times for average using subcutaneous implanted thermal probes (IPTT-300, Biomedic Data Systems, DE) inserted at the midline in the interscapular region under anesthesia at least 1 week before the start of the experiment. Measurements were taken with the noncontact DAS-7007 reader. Core temperature and physical activity of optogenetic mice were recorded at a 1-min interval by VitalView Data Acquisition System Series 4000 (Mini-Mitter, Oregon, USA) with G2 E-Mitter transponders. All measurements were conducted during the dark phase.

For wired recording, we used a modified thermocouple temperature measuring device. Two T-type thermocouples (TT-40) were
implanted in the abdomen and interscapular region of the mice, respectively, to measure core body temperatures and BAT temperatures. Before implantation, we tested the linear temperature change to make sure that the measurement was accurate. The implantation was done 3 to 5 days before measurement. National Instrument (NI) data acquisition card (USB-TC01) and supporting software were used for data collection. The sampling rate was 1 Hz.

**ibAT sympathetic nerve denervation**

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane. The hair in the targeted area was shaved, and the area was wiped with 95% ethanol-soaked sterile gauze. A midline incision was made in the skin along the upper dorsal surface to expose both ibAT pads followed by additional application of styptic powder to the area to prevent bleeding. We gently exposed the medial, ventral surface of both pads to visualize nerves beneath the pad. Nerves were checked under a microscope. All five nerves of both pads were cut off a length of 2 to 3 mm to avoid nerve regeneration. Mice were housed at the thermoneutral environment for 5 to 7 days for recovery before measurements.

**EMG recording**

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and fixed with the animal stereotaxic instrument to avoid movement. The mouse abdomen was put on an aluminum thermal pad whose temperature was controlled by circulating water to maintain body temperature at 36° ± 1.5°C. Rectal temperature was monitored with a thermocouple as an indication of core body temperature. Another thermocouple to monitor skin temperature was taped onto the abdominal skin, which was put on the thermal pad. Handmade electrodes for EMG recording were inserted into nuchal muscles, and the signal was filtered (10 to 1000 Hz) and amplified (×1000) with a Model 1800 2-Channel Microelectrode AC Amplifier (A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, USA). To induce shivering, the circulating water was switched to ice-cold water, and each cooling episode lasted about 10 min until the laser stimulations were done. The EMG amplitude was quantified (Spike 2, CED, Cambridge, UK) in sequential 4-s bins as the square root of the total power (root mean square) in the 0 to 500 Hz band of the autospectra of each 4-s segment of EMG as shown in (60). Temperatures were recorded by NI data acquisition card (USB-TC01) and supporting software.

**Temperature preference test**

Mice were separated into individual cages for at least 7 days. A custom two-chamber cage was placed on temperature-controlled plates, adjusted such that one end of the cage was at 32° ± 0.5°C while the other end of the cage was at 20° or 35° ± 0.5°C. Mice were allowed to explore the chamber for 30 min per day for 3 days. During this habitation period, both of the two plates were adjusted to 32° ± 0.5°C. On the fourth day, the plates were adjusted to either 32° ± 0.5°C or 20° (35°) ± 0.5°C. During this testing phase, individual mice were put into either chamber and allowed to freely explore all chambers for 30 min. For each trial, the orientation of the plate and cage was randomized. The position of the mouse was recorded using Digbehv video-recording software (Jiliang, Shanghai, China). All tests were performed from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the dark phase.

**Food intake assay and blood glucose measurement**

For the food intake shown in figs. S3 (K and S) and S9K, the food intake assays were performed in the home cage. Mice were separated for at least 5 days and then fasted for 24 hours from 10 a.m. to 10 a.m. before the assay. DREADD injected mice were injected with saline or CNO, and measurement of food intake was made at 1, 2, 3, and 4 hours after injection. CNO injections were at a concentration of 2.5 mg/kg body weight. For the food intake shown in figs. S3 (J and R) and S9E, food intake was monitored by the CLAMS with free access to food. Blood glucose concentrations were measured from the tail vein using a hand-held glucometer (Accu-Chek Performa Connect, Roche, Switzerland). CNO injections were at a concentration of 2.5 mg/kg body weight.

**Slice physiological recording**

Brain slices recording and data analysis were performed similarly as described in (61). Briefly, slices containing the VMPO regions were prepared from adult mice anesthetized with isoflurane before decapitation.Brains were removed and placed in ice-cold–oxygenated (95% O2 and 5% CO2) cutting solution (228 mM sucrose, 11 mM glucose, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 2.5 mM KCl, 7 mM MgSO4, and 0.5 mM CaCl2). Coronal brain slices (250 μm) were cut using a vibratome (VT1200S, Leica Microsystems, Germany). The slices were incubated at 32°C in oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF; 119 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4, 1.3 mM MgSO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 10 mM glucose, and 2.5 mM CaCl2) for 1 hour and were then kept at room temperature under the same conditions before transfer to the recording chamber. The ACSF was perfused at 2 ml/min. The acute brain slices were visualized with a 40× Olympus water immersion lens, differential interference contrast optics (Olympus Inc., Japan), and a charge-coupled device camera (IR1000, Dage-MTI, USA).

Patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillary tubes (no. BF150-150-86-10, Sutter Instruments, USA) using a P-97 pipette puller (Sutter Instruments, USA). For EPSC recordings, pipettes were filled with solution (135 mM potassium glucose, 4 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes, 4 mM Mg-adenosine 5′-triphosphate, 0.3 mM Na3-guanosine 5′-triphosphate, and 10 mM sodium phosphocreatine) (pH 7.2, 275 mOsm). For EPSC recordings, cells were clamped at −70 mV; to block EPSCs, 10 μM CNQX (Sigma-Aldrich) and 50 μM DL-AP5 (Tocris) were applied to the bath solution. The resistance of pipettes varied between 3 and 5 megohm. The signals were recorded with MultiClamp 700B, Digidata 1440A interface, and Clampex 10 data acquisition software (Molecular Devices). After the establishment of the whole-cell configuration, series resistance was measured. Recordings with series resistance >20 megohm were rejected. Blue light pulses were delivered through the 40× objective of the microscope, with the X-Cite light-emitting diode light source. Light power density was adjusted to 7 mW/mm².

**Calcium fiber photometry**

Following injection of an AAV2/9-hSyn-Flex-GCaMP6s or AAV2/9-hSyn-DIO-J-GCaMP7b-WPRE-Pa viral vector, an optical fiber (200 μm O.D. (outer diameter), 0.37 numerical aperture; Inper Inc., China) was placed 150 μm above the viral injection site. Postsurgery mice were allowed to recover for at least 2 weeks before any studies were performed. Fluorescence signals were acquired with a dual-channel fiber photometry system (Fscope, Biolinkopticks, China) equipped with a 488-nm excitation laser (OBIS, Coherent), 505- to 544-nm emission filter, and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu, no. R3896). The gain (voltage) on PMT was set to 600 V. The laser power at the tip of the optical fiber was adjusted to as low as possible (~25 μW) to minimize bleaching. The analog voltage signals fluorescent were low pass (30 Hz) filtered and digitized at 100 Hz, which were then
recorded by Fscope software (Biolinkoptics, China). Mice behaviors were recorded by a top-view positioned camera (Logitech, no. C930e). We used a screen recorder (EV Capture, Hunan Yiwei LTD, China) to synchronize behavioral videos and analog voltage signals of fluorescence.

All animals were allowed to recover after fiber cord attachment for at least 30 min. For temperature challenges, the custom-build Peltier floor plate (15 cm by 15 cm) temperature for each individual mouse was controlled by a Peltier controller (no. 5R7-001, Oven Industry) with customized LabVIEW code (NI), and mouse was caged in an acrylic chamber (15 cm by 15 cm by 30 cm), which placed on the plate. For tested stimuli presentation, the following items were sequentially placed into the cage for 30-min each: novel object (plastic ball and aluminum block), normal chow, HFD (Research Diets, no. D12492), and novel mouse of the same sex.

**Fiber photometry data analysis**

The data analysis has been previously described (16, 59). Basically, to calculate the fluorescence change ratios, the raw data were analyzed using Fscope software and customized MATLAB code. We segmented the data based on behavioral events within individual trials. We derived the values of fluorescence change ($\Delta F / F_0$) by calculating $(F - F_0) / F_0$, where $F_0$ is the baseline fluorescence signal averaged in a time window before events (temperature changes and introductions of food, novel objects, or mouse as indicated) indicated in the figure legends. Last, we plotted the average of fluorescence changes ($\Delta F / F_0$) with different behavioral events using Customized MATLAB code and GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad).
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